Inward rectifying potassium (K IR ) currents in medium spiny (MS) neurons of nucleus accumbens inactivate significantly in~40% of the neurons but not in the rest, which may lead to differences in input processing by these two groups. Using a 189-compartment computational model of the MS neuron, we investigate the influence of this property using injected current as well as spatiotemporally distributed synaptic inputs. Our study demonstrates that K IR current inactivation facilitates depolarization, firing frequency and firing onset in these neurons. These effects may be attributed to the higher input resistance of the cell as well as a more depolarized resting/down-state potential induced by the inactivation of this current. In view of the reports that dendritic intracellular calcium levels depend closely on burst strength and spike onset time, our findings suggest that inactivation of K IR currents may offer a means of modulating both excitability and synaptic plasticity in MS neurons.
Introduction
The nucleus accumbens (NAc), constituting a major portion of the ventral striatum which is a part of the basal ganglia, is involved in the extrapyramidal motor and limbic systems (O'Donnel and Grace 1993; Mermelstein et al. 1998) . NAc integrates inputs from amygdala, prefrontal cortex (PFC) and hippocampus and routes the output back to PFC via medial thalamus. The integration is modulated by dopaminergic inputs from ventral tegmental area (VTA). The primary neurons of NAc, the GABAergic medium spiny (MS) neurons, which receive glutamatergic excitatory inputs from structures such as PFC and hippocampus, are interconnected by gap junctions and GABA synapses (Wilson 1992; Zahm 2000; Wolf et al. 2001) . MS neurons contain a number of active channels including voltage dependent fast and persistent Na + channels, delayed rectifier channels, a variety of Ca 2+ channels, Ca 2+ dependent K + channels and inward rectifying K + (K IR ) channels (Wolf et al. 2005) .
MS neurons display an unusual two-state membrane potential. The hyperpolarized down-state is periodically interrupted by depolarized up-states. Action potential firing is seen only during up events. A large part in the genesis of these states is thought to be played by potassium channels, especially the K IR (inward rectifying K + ) and K A (A-Type K + ) channels (Wilson 1992; Wilson and Kawaguchi 1996) . K IR channels tend to stabilize the membrane potential in the down-state which is close to E K , the potassium reversal potential, by opposing excitatory inputs (Mermelstein et al. 1998) . Sufficient depolarization can shut down the K IR current enabling a state transition to the more depolarized up-state. Physiologically, excitatory synchronous inputs from PFC, hippocampus and amygdala initiate the upstate by providing the necessary synaptic depolarization.
Once established, the up-state is sustained by a balance between K A , Ca 2+ and NMDA currents. While earlier work suggested that dopamine might stabilize the neurons in either of the states (Nicola et al. 2000; Wolf et al. 2001; Wolf et al. 2005) , recent studies have shown that dopamine may not induce bistability, although it may modulate properties such as input filtering and neuronal excitability (Moyer et al. 2007 ).
On the basis of peptide expression and efferent connections, mammalian NAc MS neurons can be subdivided into two major classes (Mermelstein et al. 1998 ). Substance P-expressing (SP positive) neurons project mainly to VTA whereas enkephalin (ENK) neurons primarily project to the ventral pallidum. There are also neurons which co-express Substance P and ENK (ENK/SP). SP positive neurons are concentrated to a greater extent in the shell region of NAc whereas ENK and SP/ENK positive neurons constitute the larger fraction in the core region (Mermelstein et al. 1998) .
K IR currents are found to inactivate significantly in ENK and ENK/SP positive neurons while their inactivation is minimal in the case of SP positive neurons. These physiological differences between MS neurons could conceivably lead to differences in their biophysical properties. In other neuron types, significant changes in biophysical properties are known to result from subtle changes in individual channel properties such as inactivation. For instance, in hippocampal pyramidal CA1 neurons, inactivation of K A channels can enhance the amplitude of back propagating action potentials and related Ca 2+ influx (Migliore et al. 1999 ). It has also been suggested in these neurons that dendritic sodium channel inactivation influences action potential mediated effects on synaptic integration as well as plasticity (Jung et al. 1997 ). Since K IR currents are also known to crucially determine synaptic integration (Mermelstein et al. 1998) , their inactivation is also likely to influence the integration process.
In the down-state, K IR channels are the principal determinants of input resistance in MS neurons. As a consequence, changes in the conductance of the channels in this state can have a significant effect on the responses to excitatory inputs (Wilson and Kawaguchi 1996) . It has been suggested that sojourns in the down-state may be opposed by the inactivation of K IR channels, thus reducing the excitatory input required for a state transition (Mermelstein et al. 1998 ). However, no experimental or computational verification of this hypothesis, which can directly impact our notions of input processing performed by MS neuron, has yet been made. We therefore decided to carry out a computational investigation into the possible effects of inactivation of K IR channels on the excitability of the MS neuron. In this paper, using injected current and synaptic inputs of different strengths, we make experimentally testable predictions on how K IR current inactivation may affect the excitability of an MS neuron. Portions of this work have appeared in abstract form (Steephen and Manchanda 2007; Steephen and Manchanda 2008) .
Methods
In order to investigate the effect of inactivation of K IR currents, we built computational models of MS neurons with and without K IR inactivation by modifying an existing model of the NAc MS neuron (Wolf et al. 2005; Moyer et al. 2007) . While our MS neuron model without K IR inactivation (henceforth "non-inK IR ") corresponded to the SP positive neuron in terms of K IR currents, the level of inactivation in the other (henceforth "inK IR ") was adjusted to match that of the ENK/SP positive neuron. We chose primarily to model and study K IR inactivation in the ENK/SP positive neuron over the ENK positive neuron as inactivation is more pronounced in the former. However, we have also made some studies using the level of inactivation exhibited by the ENK positive neuron (henceforth "pinK IR ", abbreviated from "partially inactivating K IR ").
Model morphology and physiology
Since the model has been previously described in detail (Wolf et al. 2005; Moyer et al. 2007) , only the salient aspects pertinent to our work are covered here. Our model variants used a 189 compartment stylized morphology having four primary dendrites each bifurcating twice, resulting in 16 tertiary dendrites. For computational accuracy in the spatial domain, each tertiary dendrite was divided into 11 compartments, with every other dendrite and the soma made up of one compartment each (d-lambda value 0.15). Spines were not explicitly modeled but their contribution to membrane area was accounted for using techniques mentioned in Segev and Burke (1998) . The anatomical dimensions of the model are given in Table 1 All intrinsic currents known to be expressed in MS neurons were incorporated. These included fast and persistent sodium (NaF & NaP), fast and slow A-type potassium (K Af & K As ), inward rectifying potassium (K IR ) currents, 4-AP resistant persistent potassium currents (K RP ), large and small conductance calcium-dependent potassium currents (BKKCa & SKKCa), calcium currents of N-, Q-, R-and T-types as well as high and low voltage activated Ltype calcium currents (CaL1.2, CaL1.3). The biophysical parameters for each channel were taken from published data (Wolf et al. 2005 , Mermelstein et al. 1998 . Table 2 shows the distribution of the channels with respect to their conductances and corresponding locations in the neuron. Note that the values for Ca 2+ are expressed in units of permeability rather than conductance.
For each compartment, the intracellular calcium concentration in a thin shell just inside the cell membrane was tracked. SK and BK currents were modulated by calcium influx through N-, Q-and R-type calcium channels while the remaining calcium channels contributed to a separate pool.
Tuning the model
The existing model of the MS neuron (Wolf et al. 2005 ) used adjusted data from non-mammalian (Aplysia) cells for the time constants of the K IR current since its kinetics have not been characterized in the rat. With these time constant values the model failed to replicate successfully the kinetics of K IR current responses to clamped potentials in the range −80 mV to −120 mV as provided for rat in Mermelstein et al. (1998) . The time constants for this voltage range were estimated by digitizing the appropriate traces for mammalian MS cells ( Fig. 1C of Mermelstein et al. 1998 ) and replacing the corresponding values in the existing model with these new values (see Fig. 1A . Also see Supplemental Material for further details of the estimation).
While in Aplysia neurons, the activation time constant is known to increase with increasing external K + concentration (Hayashi and Fishman 1988) , in rat this dependence seems to be insignificant within the range of concentrations corresponding to the values of E K of our interest (as suggested by Fig. 6B of Mermelstein et al. 1998) . We have therefore applied the activation time constant values available in Mermelstein et al. (1998) for E K =−50 mV to our model (in which E K =−90 mV), without compensation for concentration differences. (For details of the estimation, refer to Supplemental Material.) However, since these values were obtained at 25°C, they were temperature corrected to 35°C to match the existing model's operating temperature using a Q 10 of 3.With this modification, the model replicated accurately the experimentally recorded K IR current responses as reported in Mermelstein et al. (1998) 
Parameter estimation for inK IR current
The inactivation of K IR currents seen in ENK/SP positive neurons has not hitherto been modeled in the literature. Hence the whole cell patch clamp data of K IR inactivation in an ENK/SP positive cell (Mermelstein et al. 1998 ) were used as a base for modeling this phenomenon. We were confronted with the difficulty that the clamp data were available for only two membrane potentials (−120 mV and −90 mV). Further, while for the clamped potential of −120 mV, K IR current traces with and without contamination from other currents were available, uncontaminated traces were not available for the clamped potential of −90 mV. We reasoned that since other currents seem to saturate for negative potentials beyond around −80 mV (as suggested by Fig. 1B in Mermelstein et al. 1998) , the contribution of these currents should be identical for clamped potentials of −120 mV and −90 mV. We calculated the extent of contamination by currents other than K IR at −120 mV by subtracting the pertinent values (peak and steady state current amplitudes) of the uncontaminated K IR current from those of the contaminated current. Next, in order to obtain the corresponding values for the uncontaminated K IR current at −90 mV, we subtracted the values obtained for the contaminating currents (calculated for −120 mV) from those of the contaminated K IR currents at this potential. From the uncontaminated values thus obtained for −120 mV and −90 mV, the steady state values (h ∞ ) of the inactivation parameter for three membrane potentials (viz, −120 mV, −90 mV and −50 mV) were estimated. For the same membrane potentials, the respective inactivation time constants (τ h ) were evaluated from Figs. 5B, 6D and F of Mermelstein et al. (1998) (for details see Supplemental Material). These values, although derived from a cell with an E K of −50 mV, were used unchanged for our model cell (E K =−90) since it has been reported that in rat, as in the case of activation mentioned earlier, change in E K has no clear effect on the kinetics or level of inactivation (Mermelstein et al. 1998) .
These values were then linearly interpolated to obtain the steady state inactivation curve and the inactivation time constants as functions of membrane potential. Inactivation time constants were temperature corrected to 35°C using a Q 10 of 3 to match the existing model's operating temperature (for further details see Supplemental Material).
Ionic current models
Equations of the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) type were used to model the inK IR current, the HH form being m×h, where m and h are the activation and inactivation parameters respectively. A list of parameters used for the properties of both types of K IR currents in our model variants is included in Table 3 . In the table, ĝ, V 1/2 and k represent respectively the maximum conductance, half-activation voltage and slope of the Boltzmann fit to the steady state activation parameter m ∞ . We tested the model by observing the current responses of the inK IR cell when it is clamped to potentials in the range −120 mV to −60 mV ( Fig. 2A) . The non-inK IR current responses for the potentials −120 mV and −90 mV are also shown for comparison. Here, E K was set to −50 mV and temperature to 25°C for the purposes of comparison with original experimental data (Mermelstein et al. 1998 ). In the latter, the uncontaminated K IR current response is available only for a clamp potential of −120 mV. The kinetics of the computed current for −120 mV (largest current in Fig. 2A ) matched well with the experimentally obtained current (Fig. 2B ). It may also be noted that the percentage of inactivation increases with increased negative clamp potentials. To model the inactivation characteristics of the ENK positive neuron (pinK IR neuron), the overall inactivation of the inK IR cell was scaled in such a way that at −120 mV, it matched that of the ENK positive neuron. The τ h values were assumed to be the same as in the inK IR cell and were not changed. 
Synaptic activation
The properties of the synapses present in the MS neuron, and their distribution, were modeled after Wolf et al. (2005) since their model succeeds in generating synaptically activated upand down-states that replicate those observed experimentally. Glutamatergic synapses were distributed in the dendrites, with one synapse on each primary dendrite, two on each secondary and four on each tertiary. Each synapse consisted of a co-localized pair of AMPA and NMDA channels receiving identical inputs. GABAergic synapses were placed throughout the cell but clustered near the soma (16 in the soma, 3 in each primary and secondary dendrite, and 2 in each tertiary dendrite). This leads to a total of 168 synapses in the neuron. 10% of the NMDA and 0.5% of the AMPA currents were designated as calcium currents and contributed to the calcium pool not associated with BK/SK currents.
Simulations
We used the NEURON simulation environment (Hines and Carnevale 1997; Carnevale and Hines 2006) for our studies. Simulations were performed with the cell's operating temperature set to 35°C and E K set to −90 mV. All simulations were run using NEURON's variable time step integration method on an Intel dual core 3.16 GHz processor based PC with 1 GB RAM. For synaptic input based simulations, a protocol for generating spatiotemporally distributed inputs similar to the one described in Wolf et al. (2005) was used. Each synapse (AMPA/NMDA or GABA) was given an independent spike train generated using NEURON. Each spike train was probabilistic and was generated as follows: (i) first, a train was generated at the desired frequency; (ii) second, each spike of the train was shifted in time by an amount randomly picked from a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of zero and a standard deviation 25% of the interspike interval (ISI); and (iii), the whole train was shifted randomly in time by an amount anywhere between zero and one ISI. The entire process (steps i to iii) was repeated for all the synapses. To enable a robust comparison of the behaviour of non-inK IR and inK IR cells in response to synaptic input, two kinds of protocol were followed. In one, identical input trains were given to both the cell types for each trial. Alternatively, they were compared when driven with non-identical inputs (input trains that had non-identical spike patterns but identical strength in terms of mean frequency) for each trial. Paired and independent t-tests were used respectively for identical and non-identical input trains, with p < 0.05 taken to indicate a statistically significant difference. n indicates the number of trials in each case. The model code is placed in a public archive (http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb). A, K IR current responses of non-inK IR (blue) and inK IR (red) cells to different clamped potentials (E K = -50 mV). For the inK IR cell, at -120 mV clamp potential, the inactivation is 45% whereas at -90 mV, it is 29 %. B, K IR current response of ENK/SP positive neuron to a -120 mV clamped potential reproduced from Mermelstein et al. 1998 . The absolute values in the curve do not match those in A since while the former shows the whole cell current, the latter shows the current per unit area. C, Voltage dependence of inK IR steady state conductance is compared with that of non-inK IR steady state conductance. D, The total K conductance (g K ) at hyperpolarized potentials is significantly affected due to the inactivation of K IR current 3 Results
Responses to current injection: observations on spike frequency
The effect of the inactivation of K IR currents on MS neuron excitability was tested by injecting rectangular current pulses of varying amplitude into the soma of the two cell variants. The output membrane potential responses of the cells were measured at the soma and are presented in Fig. 3A (a) to (e). It was observed that the inK IR cell has a marginally depolarized resting potential compared to the non-inK IR cell (−86.7 vs. −87.7 mV). Also as predicted earlier (Mermelstein et al. 1998) , the model inK IR cell exhibits a higher firing rate than the non-inK IR cell. For a given value of injected current (duration 500 ms), we found that the inK IR cell consistently evoked a spiking frequency higher by 4 Hz than the non-inK IR cell over the range of current amplitudes investigated ( Fig. 3C ). Examination of the K IR currents in each variant for the cases of 0.24 and 0.26 nA (see Fig. 3B ), corresponding to Fig. 3A (a) and (c)) reveals a notably lower outward K IR current in the inK IR Fig. 3 Comparison of NAc MS cell model variants without and with K IR current inactivation. A, non-inK IR (left) and inK IR (right) cell response to six injected currents of duration 500 ms and magnitude 0.24, 0.25, 0.26, 0.27, 0.28 and -0.2 nA (proceeding from a to f). For each value of injected current, the inK IR cell fires a greater number of action potentials than does the non-inK IR cell. With negative injected current, a larger hyperpolarization is seen in the inK IR cell. B, K IR currents of non-inK IR and inK IR cells in response to injected currents of 0.24 (a) and 0.26 nA (b). C, Spiking frequency as a function of injected current in the non-inK IR and inK IR cells, showing the higher excitability of the latter. D, Strength-duration curves of the two variants, also demonstrating the higher excitability of the inK IR cell. E, Comparison of current-voltage relationships of the models; voltages were recorded 450 ms into a 500 ms subthreshold current pulse. The plot for the inK IR cell has a steeper slope as compared to the non-inK IR cell cell, which in turn would facilitate depolarization and spiking in this variant. A widely used index of the excitability of a cell is its strength-duration curve. Comparison of the strength-duration curves of the two cell types further confirms the higher excitability of the inK IR cell (Fig. 3D ). For instance, for a given current amplitude, the inK IR cell required a pulse width lower by as much as 29 to 69% to elicit an action potential.
When negative current pulses of equal magnitude were applied, the inK IR cell was driven to more hyperpolarized potentials than the non-inK IR cell (Fig. 3A, (f) ). The higher excitability for positive pulses and a greater hyperpolarization for negative pulses suggest a higher input resistance of the inK IR cell as compared to the non-inK IR cell when the cells are at their resting potentials. To test this idea, currentvoltage relationships of the cells in the passive region below action potential threshold were examined. The graphs (Fig. 3E) show a larger slope for the inK IR cell, confirming a higher input resistance in this variant. Linear equations were fitted to the curves (R 2 =0.98 for non-inK IR cell, 0.99 for inK IR cell), and the average input resistances in the passive region for non-inK IR and inK IR cells were found from their slopes to be~83 MΩ for the non-inK IR cell and~106 MΩ for the inK IR cell, i.e., higher by~25% for the inK IR cell in the passive region. These values of input resistance are within the range reported in O'Donnel and Grace (1993) for NAc neurons.
External modulating factors such as dopamine are known to modify K IR conductance (Wolf et al. 2001; Moyer et al. 2007 ). The dependence of firing frequency on the conductance (or density) of active K IR channels was investigated by varying their maximum conductance (ĝ) and examining the responses to an injected current that normally generates 3 spikes in the non-inK IR cell (0.26 nA). As is evident from Fig. 4A , while a strongly linear relationship (R 2 =0.99) was observed between channel density and spike frequency for both the cell types, the overall higher excitability of the inK IR cell persisted across the entire range of ĝ investigated. This suggests that even in modulating conditions that alter K IR conductance, K IR current inactivation continues to influence cell behaviour significantly. Since different populations of MS neurons exhibit differing degrees of K IR inactivation (Mermelstein et al. 1998) , we examined the relationship between the level of inactivation and spike frequency. This was done by scaling the steady-state inactivation curve (h ∞ against V m ) to between 0 and 100% and observing the cell's response to an injected current of 0.248 nA. The results are plotted in Fig. 4B , from which it is evident that spike frequency increases with degree of inactivation for all values of K IR ĝ explored. The spike frequency was observed to change for instance by as much as 33% over the 25%-80% inactivation range for the case of the default ĝ of 0.14 mS/cm 2 . The dashed lines in Fig. 4B are positioned at the inactivation levels of our three variants and imply increasing excitability as we move from SP-positive neurons (% inactivation=0, corresponding to the model non-inK IR cell) to ENK positive neurons (% inactivation~26%) to ENK/SPpositive cells (% inactivation~45%). In Fig. 4C , the output of the model pinK IR cell (whose inactivation matches that of ENK positive neurons) is compared with those of the non-inK IR and inK IR cells in response to an input of 0.25 nA. In addition to displaying a level of excitability, in terms of spike frequency, that lies between that of the non-inK IR and inK IR cells, it has a resting potential of -87.2 mV, again falling between those of the other two variants.
Responses to current injection: observations on spike onset timing
It has been reported that in striatal MS neurons (i) the number of action potentials fired from up-state and (ii) the delay between up-state onset and action potential generation are critical variables that influence peak dendritic intracellular calcium concentration [Ca 2+ ] i , with spikes generated only during the early part of the up-state (< 250 ms from onset) resulting in appreciable Ca 2+ transients (Kerr and Plenz 2002; Kerr and Plenz 2004) . The preceding results demonstrate the effect of K IR current inactivation on the number of action potentials fired. Concomitantly, as is clear from Fig. 3A , the onset of spiking is substantially quicker for the inK IR cell for a given amplitude of injected current ( Fig. 3A (b) to (e)). Thus, spike onset happens 57% earlier for the inK IR cell as compared to the non-inK IR cell for a current of 0.25 nA ( Fig. 3A (b) ).
Since an earlier spiking onset in our simulations is associated with a higher frequency of firing, the possibility exists that the early onset is an incidental outcome of the higher spiking frequency. In order to see whether inK IR cells evoked earlier spike onset independent of spike frequency, we determined if, holding the number of spikes over the stimulus duration (500 ms) constant, the onset of spiking differed between the two types of cells. As a given number of spikes can be elicited by a range of current magnitudes, for a robust comparison we evaluated the behaviour of each cell variant in response to an injected current that would produce the earliest spike onset when the number of spikes is constrained. This current differed for the two variants, and was lower for the inK IR cell because of its higher excitability. We found that even when injected currents matched in this manner were used (Fig. 5A) , the spike onset latency was noticeably lower (between 4 and 20%) for the inK IR cell in the spike frequency range 4 to 10 Hz. However, for a spike frequency of 2 Hz, we found that the spike onset order was reversed, i.e. the inK IR cell lagged behind the non-inK IR cell (by 5%) instead of leading it. The latencies of spike initiation for different spike frequencies are compared in Fig. 5B and the percentage differences between the latencies are plotted in Fig. 5C . The difference in latency in terms of absolute time is largest (24 ms) for the case of 4 spikes (spike frequency 8 Hz), the time to spike onset being lower by 19% in the inK IR cell.
The preceding results suggest that the precise order of spike onset between the inK IR and non-inK IR cells is a function of spike frequency. However, an alternative possibility merits examination, namely that the order of onset is a function of the time of occurrence of the first spike from the onset of A, Responses of the variants to injected currents matched for spike frequency and earliest onset. The current inputs that would generate a given number of spikes (1 through 5 in a through e respectively) with the earliest possible onset were injected. Except in the case of single spike (a), the inK IR cell always spikes earlier (b to e). B, Comparison of the spike frequency-spike latency relationships of the variants. For each spike frequency, except for 2 Hz, the inK IR cell has a lower first-spike latency. C, Differences in spiking latencies between the variants expressed as a percentage of the non-inK IR cell firing latency depolarization. This possibility exists since as spike frequency increases, the occurrence of the first spike moves nearer to the onset of depolarization. We therefore compared the spike onset latencies for the case of a single spike, thus eliminating frequency of spiking as a determinant. This approach matches the one employed in the experimental study of Kerr and Plenz (2004) , focusing on the onset of a single spike. Here, we elicited single spikes with the earliest possible onset for a range of durations of injected current (100-500 ms in 100 ms steps) by determining the appropriate magnitude of current for each duration.
The single spike outputs of the cell variants are shown in Fig. 6A . The latencies of spike initiation are compared in Fig. 6B and the percentage differences between the latencies are plotted in Fig. 6C . The difference in latency in terms of absolute time (15 ms) as well as percentage (13% lower) is largest for the case of the 200 ms pulse, with the inK IR cell leading. The figures also show the relative onset latency reversing in sign at~360 ms pulse duration. The transition of the inK IR cell from lagging behind the non-inK IR cell to leading it as the duration of input is reduced from 500 ms to 100 ms clearly suggests that the relative spike onset of the two cells is a function of the timing of the first spike rather than of spike frequency.
Having observed that inK IR channels facilitate earlier spiking when the onset of spiking is close to the onset of depolarization, and that the converse holds otherwise, we investigated if this could be attributed to differences in the rise of the membrane potential in the two cell variants. To compare rates of depolarization, current pulses of duration 500 ms were applied with amplitudes which would elicit identical responses from both the cells in terms of the number of spikes and the spike latency. Towards this end, a value of injected current that would generate a single spike in the non-inK IR cell was identified. The same current was applied to the inK IR cell and progressively adjusted until the spike generated in the cell temporally coincided with the one generated by the non-inK IR cell. When the instant of spiking was matched in this manner, the depolarization ramp in the inK IR cell was also found to be faster, establishing a difference of~3 mV within about 50 ms of commencing the current pulse (Fig. 6D ). Significantly, beyond~300 ms, the difference in depolarization between the two variants becomes negligible (arrow in Fig. 6D ). This observation correlates with the finding that in all cases when the spike occurs within the first 300 ms, the inK IR cell spikes earlier, but not for delays>300 ms (Fig. 6B) .
We next explored the factors governing the rates of depolarization in the non-inK IR and inK IR cells. This is a potentially complicated issue to address, since membrane depolarization in cells with a mosaic of ion channels can affect all the currents whose I-V curves fall in the range of Fig. 6 Comparison of initiation latency for a single spike in non-inK IR and inK IR cells. A, Responses of the variants to current inputs so adjusted as to generate a single spike with the earliest possible onset. Input pulse duration varied from 500 ms (a) to 100 ms (e). The inK IR cell spikes earlier when pulse duration is less than 400 ms (see c, d, e) B, Comparison of the pulse duration-spike latency relationships of the variants shows a crossover at~360 ms, below which the inK IR cell has a lower latency. C, Difference in spiking latencies between the variants expressed as a percentage of the non-inK IR cell firing latency. D, Responses matched for onset latency show a clear difference in the rate of depolarization between the variants, with the inK IR cell exhibiting faster kinetics the depolarization. These currents can in turn influence membrane potential through direct and indirect feedback, making for a highly non-linear system. However since the only constitutional dissimilarity between our cell variants lies in the absence or presence of K IR inactivation, we first analyzed the behaviour of K IR currents. Figure 7A , B shows the currents for the single spike case in response to a 200 ms pulse and the 5-spike case in response to a 500 ms pulse (voltage traces labeled (a) and current traces (b)). The responses show that on application of the current pulse the outward K IR current in both the non-inK IR and inK IR cells follow similar trajectories, rising sharply to a peak before declining slowly. However, the K IR current in the inK IR cell remains significantly lower than in the non-inK IR cell at least until the occurrence of the first spike. This lower outward K IR current would facilitate the cell's approach to threshold, resulting in earlier spiking. While this explanation suffices for the cases of earlier spiking of the inK IR cell, it does not explain the earlier spiking of the non-inK IR cell when the pulse durations are larger. To explore this divergence, K IR currents were plotted for the case of a single spike elicited by a 500 ms current (Fig. 7C) . Here, despite the difference between the K IR currents of the non-inK IR and inK IR cells being maintained until the occurrence of the spike, we find that the non-inK IR cell spikes earlier, suggesting the involvement of other currents in the process. This is confirmed by Fig. 7D in which the single spikes of both the cells were made to coincide exactly by suitably adjusting the injected current. Here too the K IR current is constantly lower in the inK IR cell up to the point of spiking, reinforcing the possibility that other currents could be involved. Inspection of the range of ionic currents present in the MS neuron revealed that NaP and CaT channels may be playing a role in bringing forward the spike onset in the non-inK IR cell when spiking is delayed, since removal of these channels resulted in the inK IR cell spiking earlier for time of occurrence >300 ms as well (data not shown).
Further, it appears that the NaP and CaT currents may be acting synergistically, since removal of either current alone did not produce the same effect.
Experimental studies (Kerr and Plenz 2004) have focused on the importance of the onset latency of single spikes fired from up-states in determining the amplitudes of dendritic [Ca 2+ ] i transients. Following this lead, we explored the extent of the difference in onset latencies resulting from K IR inactivation for single spikes when identical current inputs were given to both cells. Figure 7E shows the results for injected currents of duration 100 ms and 200 ms, where it is observed that the inK IR cell spikes substantially earlier than its non-inK IR counterpart, by 32% (25 ms) and 48% (91 ms) respectively. However if the pulse width was ≥300 ms, even the maximum current that elicited a single spike in the inK IR cell could not initiate spiking in the non-inK IR cell (attributable to the lower excitability of the non-inK IR cell), hence responses to pulse widths ≥300 ms could not be investigated. 
Response to synaptic input
NAc MS neurons receive glutamatergic inputs from cortical and hippocampal neurons through NMDA and AMPA receptors and GABAergic inputs from interneurons and lateral connections (Taverna et al. 2004) . We examined the effect of K IR current inactivation on the membrane response of the cell to spatiotemporally distributed synaptic currents that produced down-and up-states akin to those recorded experimentally (Fig. 8) . The mean frequency of the Gaussian-distributed input per synapse was switched be-tween 3 Hz and 7.5 Hz (see Methods) to induce down-and up-states respectively (Fig. 8A ). Responses were compared between the non-inK IR and inK IR cells using identical as well as non-identical input trains (as defined in Methods). K IR current inactivation clearly lifted the mean down state potential from around −77 mV to around −73 mV. Consistent with the observations from current injection studies, the inK IR cell exhibited a significantly larger number of spikes per up-state for both identical and non-identical inputs (see Fig. 8A, B) . For identical inputs, the number of spikes was 18% higher in the inK IR cell (4.04±0.73 vs. 3.42±0.73 in the Fig. 8 Response to synaptic input. A, Representative responses of non-inK IR cell (a) and inK IR cell (b) both given identical synaptic inputs as well as of inK IR cell (c) for another random input (APs chopped at -10 mV). The inK IR cell consistently showed higher excitability over the non-inK IR cell in terms of burst strength (number of action potentials fired from the up-state) and onset latency, corresponding to the results obtained with current injection simulations. Vertical dashed lines represent the spike onset times for the non-inK IR cell. B, Bar graphs showing the differences between the non-inK IR and inK IR cells in terms of burst strength in response to identical (a) and non-identical (b) input patterns. C, Bar graphs showing differences between non-inK IR and inK IR cells in spike onset latencies in response to identical (a) and non-identical (b) input patterns. The input strengths (mean input frequency per synapse) used to elicit down-and up-states remained the same in A, B & C. D, The higher excitability of the inK IR cell was maintained across a range of input strengths (i.e. frequencies of synaptic trains eliciting the upstate). E, The higher excitability in response to synaptic input as demonstrated by strength-duration curves. F, The sub-threshold response is approximately linear for both the variants, with the steady state potential of the inK IR cell remaining around +3 mV higher throughout non-inK IR cell), the difference being statistically significant (n=50, p<0.05, paired t test). For non-identical inputs as well, the number of spikes was significantly (19%) higher in the inK IR cell (4.10±0.79 vs. 3.44±0.70 in the non-inK IR cell; n=50, p<0.05, independent t test). Further, spike onset was significantly earlier in the inK IR cell for both identical (91±29 ms vs. 115±27 ms; n=50; p<0.05, paired t test) and non-identical (99±31 ms vs. 117±27 ms; n=50; p<0.05, independent t test) inputs (Fig. 8A, C) . The average number of spikes and the spike onset time for the pinK IR cell were expectedly found to be intermediate between those for the non-inK IR and inK IR cells (data not shown).
The responses of the cell variants to synaptic input of different strengths were studied by keeping the input driving the down-state constant at 3.5 Hz per synapse while varying the frequency of the input driving the up-state between 4.5 and 8 Hz. As was seen in the case of injected current simulations, the model inK IR cell exhibited a higher firing rate than the non-inK IR cell across the range of up-state input frequencies investigated (Fig. 8D) . For an up-state of 284 ms duration (default value in the simulations), the firing frequency of the inK IR cell was up to 3.5 Hz higher than of the non-inK IR cell. Strength-duration curves of the two cell types, plotted in Fig. 8E for a frequency range from 5.5 Hz/synapse to 10 Hz/ synapse, testify to the consistently higher excitability of the inK IR cell across this range. For instance, for a given input frequency, the inK IR cell required an up-state duration that was lower by 13% at the least and by as much as 41%. The relative behaviour of the variants in the sub-threshold region was also examined, and is shown in Fig. 8F . Both variants demonstrate a linear membrane response (R 2 =0.99) with similar slopes (slope=4.8 mV/Hz) to increasing synaptic input frequency. However, the inK IR cell remains more depolarized by~3 mV as compared to the non-inK IR cell through the entire sub-threshold range for a given input. The difference of a few millivolts observed in the down-state is maintained through the entire sub-threshold region.
Analogous to the study carried out for the case of a single spike in response to current injection (Fig. 6) , we explored which of the cell variants was capable of generating the spike with the least delay for a single spike fired in response to synaptic input. Based on the responses to injected current, for up-state durations of 100 ms and 200 ms, we would expect the inK IR cell to fire earlier.
Since the occurrence of the spike will depend not just on the input strength but also on the exact synaptic input pattern, we ran several trials (38) with different input frequencies and patterns for both the cell types and identified the earliest spike onset observed for each cell across all trials. For an up-state duration of 100 ms, the earliest onset for the inK IR cell occurred 7 ms (16%) prior to that in the non-inK IR cell (37 ms vs. 44 ms respectively). The mean spike onset for the inK IR cell (79±19.1 ms) was lower than that for the non-inK IR cell (85±15.9 ms), although the difference was not statistically significant (p=0.15). Similar findings were obtained for 200 ms duration up-states. The earliest spike onset across all trials for the inK IR cell occurred 26% earlier than in the non-inK IR cell, although the difference between the mean spiking onsets was not statistically significant.
In the current injection studies, the most dramatic drift in onset of spiking between the two variants was observed when relatively short-duration (100 ms and 200 ms) current pulses induced just a single spike. Analogously, we investigated the difference in onset latency for conditions where identical input strength and patterns of synaptic drive were provided to both the cell types and a single spike was generated for either the 100 ms or the 200 ms up-state. In the case of up-states lasting 100 ms, the per synapse upstate input frequency was varied from 7.1 Hz to 8.5 Hz, while for 200 ms up-states, the input frequency was varied from 6.2 Hz to 7.8 Hz (these being the frequency ranges which would result in single action potentials for both the cells). In our trials we observed that for 200 ms up-states, the inK IR cell fired earlier by up to 43 ms or 27 % (see Fig. 9 ), and earlier by up to 32 ms or 31 % for up-states lasting 100 ms. On statistical analysis, it was found that the spike onset was significantly earlier for the inK IR cell for up-state durations of 100 ms (95±8 ms vs. 81±7 ms; n=19; p<0.01, paired t test) as well as 200 ms (177±19 ms vs. 161±26 ms; n=12; p<0.01, paired t test).
Using input frequency ramps, we examined the hysteretic property of the membrane (as manifested in the relative transitions from down-to up-state and vice versa) in the non-inK IR and inK IR variants. We found that K IR inactivation had no noticeable influence on this property, an observation that is consistent with the suggestion that hysteresis in this system is principally determined by the receptor composition of glutamatergic synaptic input (i.e., NMDA/AMPA ratio) rather than intrinsic membrane electrical properties (see Wolf et al. 2005) . 
Discussion
In this study we set out to investigate the hypothesis based on observations from patch clamp studies (Mermelstein et al. 1998 ) that the inactivation of K IR currents can facilitate the transition of the MS neuron to the up-state and promote firing, translating into a higher excitability of the cell. The present simulations, in addition to substantiating the proposed hypothesis, also characterize the higher excitability quantitatively in terms of spike frequency and onset. Our observations are consistent also with the findings of a previous experimental study involving current injection (O'Donnel and Grace 1993) , showing that neurons in the core region of NAc have a higher excitability on an average than those in the shell region. This in turn may arise from the finding (Mermelstein et al. 1998 ) that the core region has a greater concentration of neurons expressing K IR inactivation (comprising both ENK positive neurons, corresponding to our 'pinK IR ' model variant, and ENK/SP positive neurons, corresponding to our 'inK IR ' variant), while the shell region is rich in neurons that do not exhibit K IR inactivation (SP positive, 'non-inK IR ' variant).
Our study shows that a change in a relatively subtle property of an individual ionic current (inactivation of the K IR current) can result in notable changes in neuronal processing of input. This attribute could assume importance in determining modulation of MS neuron behaviour by agents that affect K IR channels, such as dopamine (Perez et al. 2006; Moyer et al. 2007 ), for instance it would be interesting to ascertain whether part of the action of dopamine is exerted through a selective modulation of K IR inactivation, in addition to its effect on K IR channel density.
Fairly small variations in individual conductances, both synaptic and intrinsic, have previously been shown, in both experimental and computational studies, to powerfully affect neuronal biophysics in other neuron types across several areas of the brain. In striatal MS neurons for instance, the presence of a relatively small GABAergic current has been shown to facilitate the transition to the upstate (Samuelsson and Kotaleski 2007) . In hippocampal pyramidal neurons, I h (hyperpolarization activated current) can notably alter input resistance, dendritic excitability, synaptic integration and resting potential (Magee 1998; Poolos et al. 2002) , membrane properties similar to those influenced by the inactivation of K IR channels explored here. Similarly, modulation of K A channels is known to influence action potential bursting, action potential backpropagation and dendritic spikes in hippocampal pyramidal neurons. In these neurons, modulation of K A activation kinetics can also influence the induction of long term potentiation (LTP) (Magee and Carruth 1999; Watanabe et al. 2002) .
In striatal MS neurons, the inactivation of the slow Atype K channel (K As ) has been shown to affect cell excitability (Mahon et al. 2000) . However, this modulation of excitability was observed to be use-dependent, in that incomplete recovery from inactivation of the K As current rendered the MS neuron more excitable during a second upstate occurring within~1000 ms of the first, the dynamics of the modulation being dictated by the time constant of recovery from inactivation. Our study also demonstrates changes in MS neuron excitability brought about by inactivation of a K current, in this case the K IR current. In contrast to K As , however, K IR regulation of excitability appears to be exerted within individual up-states instead of across successive up-states, a difference most likely emerging from the much shorter time constant of K IR inactivation (~25 ms), resulting in modulation of the depolarizing phase leading to an up-state and the consequent spiking within it.
In the quiescent state of the MS neuron, in the absence of current injection or synaptic drive, we find that K IR inactivation shifts the resting potential of the cell by around +1 mV. The difference in resting potential between the two cell types (non-inK IR and inK IR ) is expected as K IR currents are key determinants of this parameter in cells where they are expressed (Hille 1992; Lu 2004) . At membrane potentials hyperpolarized beyond around −75 mV, a prominent drop in K IR conductance occurs in inK IR neurons due to the significant inactivation of these channels, as seen in Fig. 2C. For instance, our model shows this conductance to be only~62% of that for the non-inK IR neurons at the resting potential of~-87 mV. Since K IR conductance is the major contributor to the total K conductance at membrane potentials more hyperpolarized than -75 mV, inactivation of K IR channels can significantly reduce the total K conductance (g K ) (see Fig. 2D ), leading to a depolarized resting potential. An increase in input resistance by~25% (see Fig. 3E ) is also observed due to this lowering of g K by K IR channel inactivation. The inactivation driven elevation of input resistance causes a faster ramp of depolarization, as manifested in our simulations (see Fig. 6D ). Thus the increased excitability resulting from K IR channel inactivation observed in our current injection based simulations can be attributed to the more depolarized resting potential coupled with the higher input resistance of the cell.
Our simulations show that the inK IR cell exhibits a higher excitability during synaptic activation as well. The higher excitability may be attributed solely to the fact that the average down-state potential in the inK IR cell is approximately 4 mV depolarized compared with that in the non-inK IR cell. While 1 mV of this difference in depolarization may arise directly from the depolarized resting potential of the in-K IR cell (as pointed out above), the remaining 3 mV probably arises from the excitatory synaptic drive being expressed across the higher input resistance of the in-K IR cell. For potentials more depolarized than the down-state potential, the input resistance is unlikely to be a contributing factor as the input resistances are similar in the two variants in this voltage range (see Fig. 8F , where the slopes of the input frequency-voltage curves for the two cell variants are alike, indicating similar input resistances).
Both in the current injection and synaptic activation studies, the higher excitability is manifested in the form of a higher firing frequency (increase of 4 Hz and up to 3.5 Hz for injected current and synaptic input respectively) and earlier spike onset (earlier by up to 48 % and 31 % for injected current and synaptic input respectively) (see Figs. 3, [7] [8] [9] [10] . It is especially noteworthy that the inK IR cell spikes more readily than the non-inK IR cell in response to identical synaptic input trains. Since the input is identical, this provides the most compelling evidence for the higher excitability of inK IR cells during synaptic activation.
The striking changes in spike frequency observed with the percentage of inactivation (Fig. 4B ) suggest that the level of K IR inactivation may offer a plausible target through which modulatory agents, such as dopamine (Perez et al. 2006; Moyer et al. 2007) , could act. In the case of other inactivating channels as well, modulation of the level of inactivation is known to result in observable, and sometimes dramatic, changes in excitability (modulation of Na channel inactivation by pyrethroids: Ecobichon and Joy 1994; by pronase: Armstrong et al. 1973 ; of K channel inactivation by cAMP: Chung and Kaczmarek 1995;  of Ntype Ca channel inactivation by syntaxin: Degtiar et al. 2000) . On the other hand, at any particular level of inactivation, the levels of spike frequency enhancement induced by K IR current inactivation were unaffected by K IR channel density (constant difference between lines in Fig. 4A) , implying that the observed difference in excitability is primarily dictated by inactivation and is relatively insensitive to the absolute density of the channels.
For short duration depolarizations (less than~300 ms), K IR inactivation led to markedly earlier spiking in response to current inputs that would generate single spikes with the earliest possible onset, demonstrating the inherent ability imparted to the cell by K IR inactivation to spike earlier. This is substantiated by results from synaptic input trials which show that the shortest spike onset delay observed across several trials is reduced markedly (up to 26%) by K IR channel inactivation. The faster depolarizing ramp, which also results in a quicker approach to the action potential threshold, appears to underlie the lower spike initiation latency in inK IR cells when the spike occurrence is relatively close (< 300 ms) to the onset of depolarization. K IR channel inactivation promotes a faster ramp by suppressing the outward K current via a reduction in K IR conductance (see Fig. 7 ).
Our findings also indicate that the inactivation modulated spike onset is a function of the time of spike occurrence. When the spike occurs earlier than~300 ms following onset of depolarization, K IR inactivation causes the cell to fire earlier, but later otherwise. However, we attach greater significance to the spiking occurring during the early phase of the upstate (within 300 ms of onset), as action potentials generated during this phase appear more strongly to determine dendritic [Ca 2+ ] i transients and their consequences (Kerr and Plenz 2004 ; see also Section 4.1 below). Our exploration of the underlying mechanisms suggests that during the initial phase of the up-state, it is the lower amplitude of the K IR currents, resulting from their inactivation, that has a predominant effect on the facilitation of earlier spiking in the inK IR cell, but that in the later phases of the up-state (beyond 300 ms of onset), other channel currents counter their dominance, leading to delayed spiking. Due to the high interdependency of the several active channels present in MS neurons resulting in non-linear effects, it is difficult to determine the exact mechanisms that give rise to the switch in precedence of firing observed at around 300 ms after upstate onset. One possibility is that the quicker depolarization resulting from K IR current inactivation leads to the opening of other potassium channels (e.g. K A and K RP ) which oppose the depolarization. This could lead to a delay in achieving the threshold for action potential (see Fig. 7C, D) . Our observations indicate that NaP and CaT currents may also be involved, acting co-operatively to reverse the relative spike onsets of non-inK IR and inK IR cells as a function of time of spike occurrence.
Implications of higher excitability in inK IR cells
Backpropagation of somatic action potentials into dendrites is known to induce changes in dendritic [Ca 2+ ] i in pyramidal neurons (Haüsser et al. 2000) . In striatal MS neurons too, [Ca 2+ ] i transients have been observed to correlate highly with the number of action potentials fired from the up-state. Dendritic [Ca 2+ ] i transients are believed to encode somatic bursts supra-linearly during up-states through backpropagation of action potentials (Kerr and Plenz 2002) . There is computational evidence for action potential backpropagation in NAc MS neurons (Wolf et al. 2005) . Given sufficient synaptic input to excite the cell into firing, an inK IR cell will have a greater burst strength as compared to the non-inK IR cell, a prediction borne out by our synaptic input based simulations. This in turn would suggest that for the same synaptic input, the encoding of bursts by dendritic [Ca 2+ ] i would be enhanced in the inK IR as compared with the non-inK IR cells.
It has also been shown in striatal neurons that the delay between up-state onset and action potential generation markedly determines peak [Ca 2+ ] i (Kerr and Plenz 2004) .
Peak [Ca 2+ ] i resulting from single action potentials has been found to reach maximum values when action potentials are temporally close to up-state onset. For instance, it has been shown that when the action potential gets delayed by 78 ms, there is a decrease of 50 -100% in the dendritic [Ca 2+ ] i transients. These mechanisms have been suggested to play an important role in synaptic plasticity of the cortico-striatal pathway (Kerr and Plenz 2004) . A notable difference between the non-inK IR and inK IR cells observed in the present study is the lower onset latency (by up to 91 ms or 48%) of single action potentials in the inK IR cells for a given input (Fig. 7E) . Even when the inputs are matched for the earliest spike onset and number of spikes, the inK IR cell spikes earlier for spike frequencies 4 Hz and above (by up to 23 ms, Fig. 5 ). Conforming to these findings in the current injection studies, we found that the inK IR cell also spikes earlier (by 24 ms) when stimulated with synaptic input (Fig. 8A, C) . This would mean that, in addition to the differences in dendritic [Ca 2+ ] i resulting from differing burst strengths, changes in dendritic [Ca 2+ ] i would be higher for inK IR cells also due to the earlier spike onset. Since [Ca 2+ ] i in dendrites is believed to play an important role in induction of synaptic plasticity, the inactivation of K IR currents, in addition to endowing higher excitability on the cell, may have an important role to play in modulating the plasticity of the input synapses of NAc MS neurons.
The question arises as to whether any physiological significance can be attached to our findings in the context of the dynamics of the neural pathways in which the MS neuron variants studied here are embedded. While the core region of NAc is rich in neurons exhibiting K IR inactivation (ENK/SP and ENK positive neurons), the shell is relatively rich in the noninactivating (SP positive) variant. In terms of projection, it has been suggested that the core region outputs mainly to motor areas of the cortex via ventral pallidum (Heimer et al. 1991; Zahm 1999) , while the shell projects strongly to VTA with an additional projection to motor areas controlling oro-facial movements and other locomotor actions (Zahm 1999) . Functionally, it has been suggested that the core helps to discriminate the motivational value of conditioned stimuli, which is then translated into an appropriate motor output, while the shell is more closely involved with the release of predetermined motor and behavioral patterns in association with unconditioned stimuli (see Meredith et al. 2008; Goto and Grace 2008) . For instance, the core has been found to mediate the expression of Pavlovian conditioned approach responses to a stimulus predicting food (Parkinson et al. 2000) or facilitation of operant lever-pressing by drug-associated Pavlovian stimuli (Ito et al. 2004 ); the shell, by comparison, more specifically controls spontaneous or exploratory feeding and locomotor activity, with inhibition of its output reported to result in marked hyperphagia (Kelley and Swanson 1997; Stratford and Kelley 1997) . Predicated on these lines of evidence, the proposal has been advanced that the expression of core-mediated, learning-associated behavior requires higher levels of neuronal plasticity, presumably realized through LTP or related mechanisms, in core versus shell neurons. Indeed, core neurons seem to be better "prepared" to undergo synaptic plasticity than their shell counterparts, being densely endowed with spines and the synaptic machinery for NMDA dependent plasticity, an inference supported by the effects of infusion of NMDA antagonists into the core and the shell (Meredith et al. 2008 ). As discussed above, our study indicates that inK IR neurons, which are more prevalent in the core, exhibit spike firing properties more conducive to the induction of synaptic plasticity than the non-inK IR variants. We suggest, on the basis of these considerations, that the inactivation of K IR currents expressed by core MS neurons could be an additional constitutive property of these cells facilitating the induction of synaptic plasticity, and thereby the mediation of new instrumental learning and behavioral responses to conditioned stimuli by this region.
Analysis of input pathways has shown that the core receives its primary drive from the prefrontal cortex, while the shell is driven primarily by amygdaloid inputs (Fuller et al. 1987; O'Donnel and Grace 1993; Sesack et al. 1989 ). The hippocampal input to the NAc, too, is differentiated with respect to the core and shell subdivisions, with the dorsal hippocampus supplying the core preferentially and the ventral hippocampus supplying the shell (Peleg-Raibstein and Feldon 2006) . In core, the PFC and hippocampus have been shown to converge on single MS neurons; similar findings are reported for amygdaloid and hippocampal inputs on individual shell neurons (French and Totterdell 2002; French and Totterdell 2003) . These connectivity relations would imply, on the input side, a higher likelihood of induction of plasticity in the cortico-and dorsal hippocampus-accumbens pathways compared with the amygdaloid and ventral hippocampal pathways, while among the output streams, a higher excitability would be elicited in the pallido-cortical efferents compared with those projecting to VTA. There is still considerable uncertainty, however, about the exact input and output connectivity of the core and shell regions of NAc (for instance, there seems to be conflicting evidence as to whether their input and output streams are discrete or overlapping; see Zahm (1999) , Heimer et al. (1991) , Voorn et al. (2004) ). Moreover, it is not known whether the inK IR and non-inK IR neurons, as functional groups distinct from the anatomically defined core and shell regions, receive separate inputs or project to separate targets. Accumulation of more precise data on the organization of the pathways involving inK IR and non-inK IR neurons would help resolve the implications of our findings in the physiological context.
Conclusions
Our model demonstrates the facilitatory effect of K IR current inactivation on MS neuron excitability and provides a heuristic framework to direct future work. In this study, we have made predictions on (i) the nature and extent of changes in excitability of MS neurons brought about by K IR current inactivation; and (ii) the possible mechanisms underlying these changes. Since these predictions are made with respect to somatic excitability and in terms of readily measured parameters such as spiking frequency and input resistance, they are experimentally testable using standard electrophysiological techniques. Another testable prediction of our study, assessable through protocols such as those employed by Perez et al. (2006) , Yasumoto et al. (2002) and Umemia and Raymond (1997) , is that inK IR and non-inK IR cells should be affected differently by the action of modulatory agents such as dopamine, which is known to exert its effect partly through changes in K IR conductance. However, since dopamine acts via a number of other channels as well (e.g. L-type Ca, NaF, K As : Moyer et al. 2007 ), prediction of the modulatory effect of dopamine in terms of its actions on K IR channels is complicated. Moreover, dopamine acts via at least two major kinds of receptors in NAc, the D1 and D2 receptors, each in turn affecting the conductances to different degrees and in different directions (Moyer et al. 2007) , adding further subtlety to the outcome. As for our prediction that inK IR cells may undergo synaptic plasticity more readily than non-inK IR cells, this should be testable through a combination of electrophysiological and calcium imaging techniques.
A limitation of our study is that our findings are based on an inactivating K IR current model restricted partly by limited patch clamp data (see Methods). The reliability of the predictions using the model could be improved if a greater range of voltage clamp data were available through experiment. Secondly, it is known that K IR current is sensitive to extracellular potassium concentration (Lu 2004) . However, since this dependence of inactivating K IR currents has not yet been characterized in the rat, our model had to depend on the limited information available on the same in Mermelstein et al. (1998) . Further investigations would be required to gather experimental information on this front which will help in fine tuning the parameters used in our inK IR current model. Third, as shown recently by Mahon et al. (2006) , distinct up-and down-states are observed principally in striatal MS neurons of asleep or anesthetized animals, while cells in awake or nonanesthetized animals display a steadier basal depolarization, superimposed with a more regular spiking pattern at higher frequencies. Therefore, the modulation of excitability by K IR inactivation could differ depending on the physiolog-ical state of the animal. Finally, a model using a real morphology instead of a stylized one may further improve the robustness of the predictions.
